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Lycée de la Côtière



SAMPAT PAL DEVI AND THE GULABI GANG



Seats and forms of power



Sampat Pal Devi, Leader of the Gulabi Gang in northern India, an allwomen vigilante force The Guardian, Tuesday 8 March 2011 Dressed in pink saris and wielding bamboo sticks, the Gulabi gang are an all-women vigilante force, and their warrior leader is Devi. The daughter of a shepherd, she taught herself to read and write. When she was 12, she was married to an ice-cream seller and by 20, she had five children. One day in her village in Uttar Pradesh, one of the poorest states in India, she saw a man beating his wife; Devi begged him to stop but he refused. The following day, she returned with a small group of women, all carrying sticks, and beat him like he had beaten his wife. The gulabi, or "pink", gang was formed.



“My real strength is not in the stick, it is in numbers.”



Devi, a controversial if effective character, refuses help from officials or NGOs, saying "they are always looking for kickbacks", preferring to let her members, most of whom are from the lowest caste in Indian society, take matters into their own hands. The sisterhood has stormed police stations when officers have refused to register complaints of abuse against women, attacked men who have abused their wives, stopped child marriages and encourages girls to go to school. Devi, who has a list of criminal charges against her, now has around 20,000 members; an outlaw on a rusty bicycle, she travels from village to village across northern India holding meetings and gathering new recruits. "Village society in India is loaded against women," she says. "It refuses to educate them, marries them off too early, barters them for money. Village women need to study and become independent to sort it out themselves."



Get to know more about the Gulabi gang here: A film by Nishtha Jain -The documentary official theatrical trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Av39YJTnMM8 -An excerpt from the film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgnzWyiFmVQ -A report by Journeyman Pictures: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXwH-kjSUSs
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The Carbon Diaries - Florence Duperray 

use your year's ration they fade away one by one till you're down to the last red and then you're alone sobbing in the dark. Kim won't unwrap her card, she says ...
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The New Colossus - Florence Duperray 

La flamme de sa torche. Est faite de la capture d'un Ã©clair. Et son nom est MÃ¨re des ExilÃ©s. De son flambeau. S'Ã©chappent des messages de bienvenue.
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The Scarlatti Tilt - Florence Duperray 

â‘£ Underline in your summary the elements that were implied (not explained directly in the original story). â‘¤ Brainstorming! What are in your opinion the main ...
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Brokeback mountain - Florence Duperray 

Ennis has decided to visit Jack's parents after he learnt about his lover's (Jack) tragic death. Jack wanted his ashes to be scattered on Brokeback mountain, ...
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forecast foresee forget forgive freeze prÃ©tÃ©rit awoke was / were beat became began bet blew broke brought /brit/ broadcast built burnt bought /bo:t/ caught /kÉ”xt/.
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Joey wanted to: 1- steal money. 2- earn money. 3- donate money. 4- print fake money ... 1. At St Catherine's students could wear whatever they wanted.
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Untitled - Florence Duperray 

"They kill all Jews 3," he said quickly. "Russians hate Jews." "Yes, so I hear. Drop your pants, please." Nervously, Jacob obeyed. The doctor leaned down to ...
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'Sustainable Sydney'. - Florence Duperray 

-fighting against heavy traffic in George Street (in the CBD) by creating pedestrian-only streets and not allowing cars in this part of the city any longer. -cleaning ...
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while India is experiencing a thriving economy thanks to the rise of a consuming ... class. Young entrepreneurs are glad to invest in a country they share cultural ...
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The castle of Otranto text - Florence Duperray 

and which, grating on the rusty hinges, were re-echoed through that long laby- rinth of darkness. Every murmur struck her with new terror; â€”yet more she. 25_.
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the walls of shame - Florence Duperray .fr 

They can't keep him. Placing an illegal in their car they might face jail sentence. ... 1000 kms of wall and fences are built in cities and villages along the border.Missing:
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"Ma'am", I said, â€œif you look the other way, we have about 55,000 Vitenamese refugees coming ... I thought you might hold your torch high and light the way ... You welcomed them all. Tell me the truth. Do you have anything against Orientals??
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Page 1. LycÃ©e de la CÃ´tiÃ¨re. First meeting. Seats and forms of power- Tle.
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... land of plentyâ€¦ â—‡ HISTORY OF THE IMMIGRATION TO THE USA (cf. blog- ... o The natural barriers: The Sonoran desert and Rio Grande o The virtual fences ...
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2011 - Florence Duperray 

Take a tour of the UK's first mainstream eco-village. Located in south London, BedZED is a sustainable live/work community with solutions for food, travel and ...
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The giant Ireland webquest - Florence Duperray 

Color the stars that represent Dublin (the capital of the. Republic of Ireland) ... http://www.wesleyjohnston.com/users/ireland/geography/counties.html#provinces.
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tableau des temps - Florence Duperray 

Past perfect. HAD + PP. - passÃ© dans le passÃ© ex : She had called the police before I arrived. - concordance des temps avec simple past, be+ing au passÃ© ou ...
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PrÃ©sentation PowerPoint - Florence Duperray 

www.braiton.ru language school. Page 3. 9. Nwo yuo udnrestnad English. Ber. Page 4. Fix your broken. < INASH,. ELRIGHTON. Wwwbaiton.ru. Language ...
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Another girl - questions - Florence Duperray 

Read the text carefully and answer the following questions. â‘¢ List all the characters present in the extract. (names / relationship). â‘£ Sum up the story briefly in ...
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Another girl - questions - Florence Duperray 

Read the text carefully and answer the following questions. â‘¢ List all the characters present in the extract. (names /relationship). -Kavita. -the midwife. -Jasu ...
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PrÃ©sentation PowerPoint - Florence Duperray 

The March Hare as he appears in the. 1951 film. Thackery Earwicket as he appears in the 2010 film. Page 2. The Hatter as depicted by Sir · John Tenniel ...
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the rime of the ancient mariner correction - Florence Duperray 

4TH stanza: the marine turns to God and tres to pray looking for redemption but it is in vain. He won't escape the spell ... The story is told through the eyes of the mariner. ... devicesâ€� quizâ€�) - Give their names and quote examples in the poem.
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LANGUAGE STATISTICS AND FACTS - Florence Duperray 

Take a quick look at the three documents and introduce them in a few words. 2. Which unescapable fact is underlined/ emphasized in the three documents?
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